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MUSEUM & CULTURAL
C E N T E R Painting By Touch 

The exhibit Tracy Bettencourt Light within Darkness: Shine On is on display at the Museum though July 12. 
Tracy lost her eyesight in her early thirties. She uses her hands as brushes to create vibrant pieces of 
artwork, and applies puffy paint to her canvas' to create raised lines of shapes and designs which she then 
fills in with paint by touch. Our project is inspired by Ms. Bettencourt' s art. 

WATCH: 

5 Questions with Artist Tracy Bettencourt Video (3 min 6 sec) 
Get to know her and her process a little more as she sits down with Terri, Curator of Exhibits. 
CLICK HERE: https://youtu.be/TwZKlJOheTs 

Segment on TN Crossroads with Tracy Bettencourt (first 3 min 50 sec show her painting technique) 
CLICK HERE: https://youtu.be/z3hpbfY8YOs 

MATERIALS: 

1 ½ + cups of foam shaving cream 
(can double this amount) 

½ cup of flour (can double this 
amount) 

½ cup of school glue (can double 
this amount) 

Large mixing bowl 

Rubber spatula or spoon 

Small mixing bowls (one for each 
color of puffy paint) 

Food coloring 

Stirrer of some kind, like popsicle 
sticks 

Ziplock style sandwich bags 

Drinking glass 

Masking tape 

Scissors 

A thick canvas: a piece of 
cardboard, cereal-box cardboard, 
or a heavy-duty paper plate (like 
Chinet) 

Paint 

DIRECTIONS FOR CREATING THE PAINTING: 

Give your child their canvas and paints. 

Let your child decide what colors they want for the background 
of the painting. 

If using squirt bottles, they squirt the paint onto the canvas; or 
apply blobs of the paint onto the canvas. 

Have your child use their fingers to spread the paint around the 
canvas. If they want to make this a true sensory experience, they 
can close their eyes as they create patterns&. textures with their 
fingers. 

When they are ready to apply a tactile, raised shapes to the 
canvas (which they will be filling in later with paint), give them the 
Ziploc bags of puffy paint. Use scissors to snip an opening as 
close to the tip as possible. 

The puffy paint will come out as a thin line. To create a thicker 
line, just draw lines side-by-side. A larger hole cut into the corner 
of the Ziploc bag will create a thicker line also, but can be hard to 
control as it comes out of the bag. 

In addition to using the puffy paint to create the raised outline of 
objects/shapes, they can also use the puffy paint to create raised 
dots, spirals, squiggly lines, whatever they want - just for fun. 

Let the painting dry, both the background paint and the puffy 
paint. 

When both the background and the raised puffy paint lines are 
dry, pick the paints your child wants to use to color in the raised 
outlined shapes . 
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Painting By Touch 

DIRECTIONS FOR CREATING THE PAINTING (continuted): 

Your child applies blobs of paint into one of the puffy paint outlines. To get the true experience, instruct your 
child to close their eyes and gently fill in the outlined shape, using their fingers to feel where the raised 
outlines (boundaries) are. 

Repeat with all the outline shapes. 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING THE PUFFY PAINT: 

Mix the shaving cream, glue and flour in the large mixing bowl with a rubber spatula or spoon. Be careful not 
to overmix - you want to see bubbles in the mixture. 

Divide the puffy paint mixture into separate bowls to add your food coloring or paint. Start with a small 
squirt of coloring and mix thoroughly. 

Spoon the puffy paint into the sandwich bags. To make filling the bags easier, stick your bag into a drinking 
glass and turn the sides down over the lip of the glass. 

Next, seal each bag. Use masking tape to reinforce the seal just in case you have a vigorous squeezer! 

Rose by Tracy Bettencourt 
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